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Abstract. This paper reports initial findings from a study of secondary students’ ideas about history and history education. This is a crucial topic for investigation in Northern Ireland, where history plays a contentious role in popular discussion and community conflict, and where one purpose of the school curriculum is to provide alternatives to the sectarian historical perspectives students may encounter elsewhere. This study involved open-ended, semi-structured interviews with 253 students from a variety of social backgrounds. The study is grounded in a constructivist and socio-cultural perspective on human learning, which assumes that students do not passively absorb the knowledge or ideas of those around them but develop their own perspectives based on a variety of influences both in school and out; these perspectives, meanwhile, are fundamentally guided by constructions of a sense of purpose for learning. Data from this study demonstrated the strong impact of community influences—particularly family members—on students’ ideas about history, but interviews also revealed that students consciously and explicitly expected school to provide alternatives to those influences. These findings suggest that school history might benefit from more directly engaging students’ prior ideas about history and the purposes for learning it.
















Northern Ireland is widely recognised as an area in which popular perspectives on the past have significant contemporary relevance. Marches, demonstrations, memorials, public artwork, political rhetoric, and even graffiti make frequent use of past events to justify contemporary positions or to bolster a sense of identity, usually defined in sectarian terms. Such historical identifications and grievances often are credited with maintaining community divisions in the region. At the same time, history in Northern Ireland, as elsewhere, can be a non-controversial arena for hobbies, family traditions, and recreation and leisure pursuits.
School history in Northern Ireland—at least since the introduction of the national curriculum over a decade ago—aims to provide an alternative to both these approaches to the past. The subject is required during each of the first three years of secondary school, and the curriculum is meant to expose students to a more systematic and comprehensive treatment of the region’s history than they are likely to encounter through family stories or local traditions. Each year features a core module focusing on a period deemed essential for understanding Irish history, but these are contextualised within a wider British and European framework. In the first year, students study the impact of the Normans on the medieval world, including the Norman invasion of Ireland. In the second year, English conquest and colonisation of Ireland is placed in the context of change and conflict in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Third-year students study the growth of Irish nationalism and unionism from the Act of Union to Partition, including links with British politics, the influence of European nationalist movements and the impact of World War One (Department of Education, Northern Ireland 1996). (At the time of this writing, however, the curriculum is undergoing a process of revision, will result in a curriculum framed more by learning outcomes than prescribed historical content.)
But history at the secondary level in Northern Ireland aims to do more than provide students with content knowledge. As in the rest of the United Kingdom, history teachers encourage students to approach the subject from a standpoint of enquiry, to look at events from the perspective of those alive at the time, to recognise differing interpretations, and to base their conclusions on the consideration of primary and secondary evidence. There is a tacit recognition that by the end of the final year of compulsory study, history—through its knowledge and skills—should contribute to greater understanding of a variety of cultural and political backgrounds amongst young people in Northern Ireland, and that it should, therefore, provide an alternative to the presumably partisan and sectarian histories students encounter outside school. It should be noted, however, that teachers usually do not address historical aspects of contemporary or controversial issues directly during required coursework, nor is this an explicit part of the syllabus for those years. Indeed, many teachers disavow the attempt to make history directly relevant to contemporary issues, either because of perceived community pressure or because of their own belief that academic subjects should be removed from current societal concerns (Barton, McCully, and Conway, 2003). School history’s challenge to popular historical perspectives in Northern Ireland, then, remains almost entirely tacit. 
	But what of students’ perspectives? Research consistently has shown that by early adolescence, students have begun to construct their own ideas about the reasons for knowing history, whether in school or out (Barton, 2001; Seixas, 1993; VanSledright, 1997), and current socio-cultural perspectives on learning emphasize the central role of purpose in directing the acquisition of new knowledge and skills (Cole, 1998; Wertsch, 1998). People do not learn isolated and decontextualised information—at least, they do not do so very effectively—but instead direct their efforts toward learning that serves specific goals. If students fail to take away from their studies what educators had hoped for, the problem may lie in a failure to design programmes that accord with students’ understanding of the subject’s purpose. If we hope to understand what sense students are making out of the Northern Ireland history curriculum, then, we need to explore their perspectives on the reasons for studying the topic. Do they transfer their understanding of community history to the school? Or do they have alternative goals—and if so, what are they? These are the questions this study set out to explore.
2 The Study
This was a cross-sectional study of students in the first three years of the secondary history curriculum. The research relied on 121 open-ended interviews combined with a picture sorting task, in which pairs of students (or occasionally groups of 3) created groupings of historical images and chose those with which they most identified. These procedures were designed to elicit information on the ways in which students connected history to their own identities as well as their ideas about the uses of history both in school and out. (For more detailed information on the methodology of the study, see Barton and McCully 2005).
Participants
Participants constituted a cross-sectional population of 253 students, ranging in age from 11 to 14, selected through a process of stratified, convenient, cluster sampling. Approximately equal numbers of students had studied each of the first three years of the secondary history curriculum, and the sample included students from Controlled (Protestant), Maintained (Catholic), and Integrated schools, as well as selective, non-selective, and comprehensive schools, and schools in areas that had experienced high levels of sectarian conflict, or tension in recent years, and those that had not. (All comprehensive schools were integrated schools.) Slightly more than half the sample (54%) consisted of boys.
Instruments
The picture sorting task involved a set of 28 images (some of which were accompanied by brief captions), chosen so that students could respond to a wide range of people and events in the history of Ireland and Britain. After being presented with the images, students were asked to arrange them into groups, to explain why they had put each group together, and to choose those that had ‘the most to do with you or who you are’. They were then asked which pictures they considered most important in historical terms (whether or not they were related to their own identity), which they had learned about in school and which out of school, how learning history had changed their ideas about various topics (if at all), why they thought history was important to people in Northern Ireland, why it was a topic they studied at school, and whether and why people had differing ideas about history. Students were interviewed in pairs and encouraged to discuss their answers with each other and to respond to each others’ comments; their responses often were probed for elaboration or clarification.
Data analysis
Interview transcripts were analysed inductively to identify recurring patterns in students’ historical identifications, their perspectives on the use of history in their communities, and the reasons they perceived for studying history in school. (Findings related to students’ identifications have been reported in Barton and McCully, 2005, and are not repeated here.) Transcripts were then coded for occurrence of each type of response, including negative or discrepant evidence. The results relating to history learnt outside school and the perceptions of how history is used outside school are reported as general trends. Responses related to reasons for school history fell into discrete categories, and as a result, the frequency of each type of response was calculated, along with differences among segments of the participants (by gender, year, region, school type, and school selectivity). The following section reports preliminary results related to overall trends in students’ responses.
3 Main Results
Community history
Under this heading two aspects are reported; what history students indicated they had learnt outside school and how history is used outside school. A question on the former was asked directly in the interviews but there were also opportunities within interviews to probe learning in the community when students made references to specific historical events. Data for how history is used emerged during the course of interviews as students responded to questions generated by the stimulus material. For example, interviewees were probed as to why they thought historical images were included in wall murals or how they felt family members or others in the community related to historical events. The findings below identify broad trends that emerged.

 How history is learnt outside school
The responses can be categorised into those relating to popular culture generally, including heritage sites, the media and printed sources, and those with a more direct local community influence, including family and peers.
An aspect of the “peace dividend” in Northern Ireland has seen an emphasis placed on the development of folk parks, museums and heritage centres as vehicles both to encourage tourism and to foster a common understanding of the past (usually related to shared experiences of everyday social life). Several such centres were mentioned by students as sources of their knowledge of the past and most regarded visits to these as interesting and informative. Often these sites were visited as part of formal education but many students also alluded to visits made with families. None of the learning associated with the larger sites, unsurprisingly given the non-controversial nature of most exhibits, might be regarded as partisan in tone. The one exception referred to comments made in the context of a small local community museum in the heart of loyalist North Belfast. Two students recognised Edward Carson’s picture “cause he’s up in one of the museums, up in Glencairn as well and there’s a table that’s….’ (Student 1) ‘...there’s a big Union Jack, there’s a table that they had to give back to City hall”. (Student 2)
Learning history from media sources, and to a much lesser extent books, featured significantly in student responses. Many young people identified the movie Titanic, for instance, as a popular source of information though, occasionally, this was accorded added significance by the ship’s associations with Belfast, and by family ties. The figure most frequently identified by name in the pictures shown was Nelson Mandela and in the great majority of cases this was attributed to references to him on television news. Students from all backgrounds recognised him as a very positive force for social justice. One young man from a school in a Republican area of Belfast identified with him because of “civil rights, Nelson Mandela fought for his freedom the same way as the Irish are here.”
Television was acknowledged as an important, informal way of acquiring historical information. Occasional references were made to watching programmes featuring archaeology, “kings and queens” (including Blackadder) and war. As reported in the identification study (Barton & McCully, 2005) the world wars featured significantly in what many students felt was important to them from the past, and several students considered television documentaries and drama as sources of information for this. Students, also, referred to programmes relating to the “troubles” as useful in broadening their knowledge and understanding of the Northern Ireland conflict. However, there were also indications that television, and books, too, were being used as a way of following up on historical interests generated from within communities. In one maintained school in Belfast several students made reference to a particular documentary on the hunger striker, Bobby Sands, and another to possessing a CD-rom on the hunger strike. A third student, a girl from a rural interface town, used the internet ‘for loads of projects and all on him at home.’ Similarly, two controlled school students had read up on Edward Carson prior to studying him in school ‘cause I was interested in that’ and another admitted to referencing home rule in the following year’s textbook.
When students attributed their informal learning to family, peer and community sources it was much more likely to reflect the religio-cultural differences in society, although a few were apolitical and personal in nature. A couple of students associated their general curiosity in history to the enthusiasm of parents. In all three years there were some whose interest in the Titanic or world wars was fostered by parental engagement, including several who made reference to grandfathers and great grandfathers who had worked on the ship or been combatants in war. However, the great majority of responses indicated that political and cultural values were having an impact. This could take a variety of forms. For example, two students disclosed themselves to be children of history teachers and articulated a reconciliatory dimension to their learning. Another referred to his mother’s commitment to human rights issues and proceeded to display his understanding of Mandela’s fight for social justice and of suffragette politics. However, most students who drew on family and community sources of learning did so in a way that mapped on to the dominant division within Northern Irish society. One student knew of Bobby Sands because “near my area they always draw things, and where my mum lived years ago, they used to draw, you know, big pictures on the walls, and she lived around the time of the hunger strikers and all, and I knew friends who knew them.”
In the case of those from controlled (Protestant) schools the two events most frequently cited were King William’s victory at the Battle of the Boyne in 1690 and the Siege of Derry in 1688. In addition to the influence of family members, wall murals and organisations and events associated with Orange marches were cited as sources of (partial) information :
You learned why, like, at Twelfth of July, you see all these pictures of King William, you know, on his horse, didn’t really understand that before.

.Strikingly, students prior to covering these events in school had only a hazy knowledge of their historical significance, associating the murals largely with expressions of contemporary political positions. Those from maintained schools who mentioned family and community as significant factors in their learning were most likely to refer to Bobby Sands and the Hunger strike as the key event. Again, stories, murals and commemorations were cited as the sources of their knowledge, “cause it’s the 25 year jubilee of Bobby Sands and the Hunger Strike”. However, in contrast to the controlled school’s students view of the Siege and the Boyne, these students usually provided a detailed, if restricted, view of Sands as a figure who was prepared to suffer to uphold the rights of people in his community: “He died, and he was an MP, when he was there.”
How history is used outside school
No direct question was asked on how history is used. Rather, data was drawn from answers to questions at various stages of the interviews. As such, it was sometimes difficult to distinguish between how students felt others used history and what they, themselves, considered was its importance. 
Again, students sometimes responded in ways unconnected with the context of a divided society. A number of respondents recognised the leisure dimension of history, for example referring to its value in enriching holiday experiences or in answering quiz questions. There was a strong sense across interviews that history has an important function for people in locating them in time – tracing their ancestry, “what we are” and “where we came from”, as family members and, collectively, as communities, recording past achievements and hardships and ensuring that the past is not forgotten. Remembrance of past sacrifices featured frequently. This sometimes referred to past economic hardships or, of course, relatives and members of the wider community who died in the world wars. 
Heritage, remembrance and a sense of identity, then, were all perceived as ways in which people incorporated history into their everyday lives. However, in a divided society these concepts have a particular resonance and, not surprisingly, many students interpreted them in this context, especially when asked to explain why they thought history was depicted on wall murals. The responses to this question generally displayed a sophisticated understanding of the way history can be used to instil “pride” and “strength”, and convey messages which portray past events as justification for present actions. Many students were, also, very aware that the murals and their messages were aggressive and designed to “annoy”. As one boy put it, “They fought against the Catholics and they won and they’re proud of it cause they won and they want to, like, annoy the Catholics.” Again, there was a significant difference in emphasis in the way students from controlled and maintained school backgrounds interpreted the messages from within their own communities. In the case of those in loyalist areas the stress was often on “showing how we won” and “why we are here”, whereas nationalist murals were seen more as illustrating past injustices and the importance of maintaining the struggle. The Bobby Sands mural for one lad was: 
to show people that they’re strong, to show the other side that we’re not defeated, look what happened to us, we had one of our best leaders killed, we had millions of people killed in the famine, but we’ve come back. 

It was clear that while some students used the third person to articulate how history was being manipulated, others provided evidence for their argument by using “we” and identifying directly with the messages of the murals. 
From the perspective of teaching history, then, there is both encouragement and caution to be taken from these preliminary findings. It is valid to take encouragement in that even the students holding the most partisan of positions were aware that the views they were receiving about the past were travelling through the filter of the present and, at best, were partial and mono-perspective; caution because it was widely recognised that past events were heavily vested with contemporary justifications.
School history
When asked why history was a subject important enough to be studied at school, students’ responses fell into three broad categories: societal relevance (history’s contribution to understanding contemporary issues in Northern Ireland); academic relevance (history’s role in helping them learn about events of the past, without regard to contemporary issues); and personal relevance (history’s contribution to individual fulfilment or advancement). Notably, though, in nearly half of the interviews in which students identified specific reasons for studying history at school, they offered responses that fell into more than one category. The findings below express the relative frequency of each type of response, then, but it must be recognised that many students noted multiple purposes that could be served by school history. 
Societal relevance
Fifty-four percent of students’ responses identified some form of societal relevance as the reason for studying history at school. The most common such reason (about half of the total in this category) was that history helped students understand the origins of contemporary Northern Ireland, particularly the origin of the Troubles or of community division more generally. One student, for example, noted that studying history “just gives like some background information and stuff, like how Northern Ireland was formed” and “the Protestant/Catholic thing in Northern Ireland”. Another explained that it’s good to know “why people are fighting and what it’s over and stuff”, and still another explained that after studying history, “We knew then why they marched and everything”. 
A large portion of responses (almost a third of the total in this category) suggested that history was useful in exposing students to multiple perspectives on Northern Ireland, or to the experiences of the other community. One student, for example, explained that before studying topics like the Battle of the Boyne and the Siege of Londonderry at school, she had a “one-sided view on it all”; her interview partner agreed that “it’s nice to hear both sides of the story.” Another student noted that “you might be totally Loyalist or totally Catholic, but now [after studying history at school], you’ve seen both sides of it, so you wouldn’t be as sectarian.” Another explained that “you learn more about the other side, and you learn what their past is like, and you see that there’s nothing bad about them”.
The remainder of responses noted that studying history could provide lessons for the present. It “tells you what has happened earlier, so you can learn from it and help to avoid the same thing from happening over again”, provides a sense of heritage (“It’s sort of important to learn what your ancestors achieved ages ago”), or alerts contemporary society to the contributions of people in the past (“It’s important to appreciate what the people who fought in the war did for you”).
Academic relevance
Thirty-four percent of students’ responses pointed to the role of school history in helping them learn about the past, with no direct connection to current issues or societal concerns. Half of these responses indicated that the purpose of studying history at school was simply so that they could learn about historic events and trends. One student, for example, explained that “you know how things have changed and how humans have progressed”. Another noted that history is studied at school “to know what life was like in past years”, and still another pointed out, “It’s good to know about your past and what happened before you were born and what kind of things on in the world”.
A smaller portions of students’ responses (one-seventh of the total in this category) related to learning about the origin of the modern world, but without any specific reference to contemporary Northern Ireland. By knowing what happened in the past, one student explained, ‘you know how the world [came to be]’. Another noted that ‘it teaches you what happened in the past, and why things are happening now’, and another explained that history is important “to let us know what has changed our lives and how we’re here”.
A further one-seventh of the responses in this category identified the role of history in helping students learn about their own region but without any connection to current social issues: “You’re learning about the history of your country”, “You can find out more about the country where you live”, “You need to find out about where’re you’ve living”.
The remainder of responses indicated that history taught students about things they did not already know (“It’s like to do with your general knowledge”) , taught them about other places (“a wee bit about other countries and what happened around the world”), or enabled them to pass exams (“You need to do it on your GCSEs and your exams”). 
Personal relevance
The smallest category—12% of all responses—pointed to the role of school history in providing personal fulfilment or advancement. About half the responses in this category suggested that knowing history could lead to jobs (such as an archaeologist, history teacher, solicitor, or museum worker), whereas another half suggested simply that study of the topic was “interesting”. A very small portion noted that studying at history might help one better appreciate the present, “We’re quite lucky to live in this age”, or would enable learning about oneself: “You actually learn more about yourself when you learn what happened to other people”.
Differences among groups of participants






















	Table 1. Portion of responses among groups of participants

4 Conclusions
This initial study of the data confirms that young people’s historical perspective in Northern Ireland is considerably influenced by what they see and hear in their families and communities and that this history is often partisan and politically motivated. It also demonstrates that they recognise that school history has a different, more objective, function, providing them with a multi-perspective view of past events. What is less clear is how these informal and formal aspects of their learning play out in practice. Our previous work indicates that some students, as their school careers progress, become adapt at selecting aspects of their school learning in Irish history to support their growing political assimilation to the values of their communities. However, this study suggests that students are conscious of the uses and abuses to which history is put and, whatever their backgrounds, are keen to study history formally in a way that sheds light on the contemporary situation. Perhaps, what is required are initiatives to enable them to confront the interface between past and present and to clarify for them why they, too, are likely to see the past through the lens of their own background. (For examples of students engaged in such pursuits, see McCully and Pilgrim, 2004; McCully, Pilgrim, Sutherland, & McMinn, 2002.)
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